Gabriel-Ulmer duality is generalized to categories enriched in bicategories. We define weighted limits in a W-category for a locally finitely presentable bicategory W, and prove that a W-category has weighted limits if and only if it has cotensors and conical limits, which are defined to agree with the familiar definitions for one-object symmetric W. We define cocompleteness by duality. and define the notions of strong generator and finitely presentable object. These are used to generalize Gabriel-Ulmer duality. We also prove that these definitions and constructions agree with those given by regarding a W-category with finite tensors as a Wf-indexed category. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Introduction
The computer scientist Tony Hoare has proposed a category theoretic approach to the study of data refinement in computation. That study has been and continues to be developed using algebraic structure, equivalently finitary monads, on a category enriched in a not necessarily symmetric monoidal biclosed category [8, 9, 1 I] . The particular monoidal biclosed category of interest to Hoare is that of small locally ordered categories together with the Gray tensor product: its right and left internal horns give locally ordered functors and either lax or oplax transformations.
Thus, we require a study of algebraic structure on categories enriched in a monoidal biclosed category. The corresponding study in the symmetric case [7] is all based on a locally finitely presentable (lip) V-category, and all of Hoare's examples are locally finitely presentable, but his enrichment is over a monoidal biclosed category that is not symmetric. So we need a study of lfp V-categories for monoidal biclosed V.
However, the literature contains almost nothing about categories enriched in monoidal biclosed categories. But there are already definitions of W-category and related concepts for a biclosed bicategory W, and there are results at that level of generality (for instance, see [12] ). Moreover, all our arguments work at least similarly well there as for the one-object case. In fact, some work better, in that there are fewer confusing coincidences than in the one-object case. So we express our general development in terms of Wcategories, and later write papers directed more to the original computing readership, with the special case spelt out. The current status of this project is that [2] contains a basic result that we need and have since used both here and in [3] . The paper at hand gives an elegant account of Gabriel-Ulmer duality, thus establishing a definitive definition of lfp W-category, which we need as the basis for [3] . It also enables extension of Hoare's work if necessary, as probably will be the case, from algebraic to essentially algebraic structure. The paper [3] extends the relationship between algebraic structure and finitary monads to the case of emichment over W, on a lfp W-category. Then, [8] spells out the case of special interest to Hoare, that of monads on the category of small locally ordered categories, enriched over that category with the Gray tensor product. Finally, [9] is directly about data refinement.
In this paper, we use the results of [2] to prove our main result. The new idea we introduce here is that we define the construction Lex(P T), and prove that it, together with the construction of taking finitely presentable objects, which we also define, gives a biequivalence of 2-categories. We also give a new, natural definition of lfp W-category. There is a result called Gabriel-Ulmer duality in [2] , but it is substantially different. The main result of [2] is that W-Cat, modulo a mild condition, can be fully faithfully embedded into a mild variant of the functor category [Wf, Cat] . As a corollary, ordinary Gabriel-Ulmer duality was used to deduce a biequivalence between objects defined to be lfp W-categories and objects called W-categories with finite colimits: but a W-category was defined to be lfp if the corresponding object of a mild variant of [WY, Cat] was, in a reasonable sense, lfp. So that paper contains no definition of lfp W-category directly in terms of W-categories, and similarly for finite colimits. Moreover, it is not obvious how to express the construction of that paper directly in terms of W-categories either.
Kelly's paper [5] contains the special cases of our results, both in this paper and in [2] , for the case of a one-object, symmetric W. There are serious problems in generalizing Kelly's work. All of Kelly's development of enriched categories has enrichment over a symmetric monoidal closed category. The central reason for this is that, if V is not symmetric, then there is no known way to define a functor V-category. However, Kelly's work uses functor V-categories freely. In particular, his definition of weighted limit uses functor categories, and his definition of preservation of finite limits depends upon that. So for this paper we need to define limits, finite limits, their preservation, etc. There is already a notion of Yoneda structure PA [12] , but nobody has ever seen the objects of PA as W-functors from the W-category A to a W-category resembling W. Another of the problems here is that, for symmetric V, V may be seen as a V-category, whereas that is not the case for W.
There is a size problem too: if W is not small, then the notion of a small finitely complete W-category does not make sense. We explain this at length in the paper. It requires a new definition, that of pointwise small, then some effort to reconcile the notions of smallness and pointwise smallness. The paper is organized as follows. We define a notion of an enriched limit in a W-category, giving a simple direct generalization of the definition for one-object symmetric W in Kelly's monograph [6] . We then prove that a W-category has enriched limits if and only if it has cotensors and conical limits, both defined as natural generalizations of the definitions for symmetric one-object W in [6] . It is clear from Street's paper [ 121 that his notion of completeness for a W-category agrees with ours. A treatment of limits and colimits appears in Section 4, with the previous sections providing the supporting definitions and results. Section 5 contains an account of flatness.
We proceed in Section 6 to discuss finitely presentable objects in a W-category, strong generators, and density. That allows us to state and prove our main theorem, characterizing a lfp W-category as the category of models of a finite limit theory. We also prove our definitions are consistent with those of [2] . Finally, we deduce the full statement of Gabriel-Ulmer duality as a biequivalence of 2-categories, and use the Gabriel-Ulmer duality of [2] , together with Section 6, to deduce related results.
We adopt the notation of [2] , which in turn largely follows that of Street's [ 121 with the exception that our W-Cat is his W 'P-Cat. Most of the diagrams were made with Kris Rose's and Ross Moore's XY-pit.
Locally finitely presentable bicategories
We assume throughout that W is a bicategory with the horizontal composite of 
I I
A' (l,nb) A'(w gb) -
This definition of W-Cat is not the same as Street's definition [12] : our W-Cat is his W'r-Cat. The reason is ultimately that we prefer A(a,b) to go from ea to eb, whereas he used the opposite convention.
For an object u of W, we denote by A, the category determined by those a such that ea = U, and we say that a lies over u. Any object u of W may be regarded as a one-object W-category itself, with horn given by Z, : u + u. 
where the left arrow is defined by the property of ! and the other two are defined by mnctoriality of h and k. Composition in Pw A is evident.
The limiting condition may be re-expressed by noting that to give a cone over the diagram is to give z : u + v together with a family of 2-cells (z @ha + ku),,obA such
commutes, where the vertical arrows are given by the action of h and k on horns.
It is routine to verify that Pw v is W". Given biclosed locally complete W, W OP is also biclosed and locally complete. So we can define Pwop , taking a small W'P-category A to a W'p-category PwOp A. Now, given a small W-category A, we define the W'P-category Pt A to be Pwop (A"P).
Henceforth, we will drop the subscript when we speak of PA, as we will only study a single W and will simply consider the W-category PA and the W'P-category Pt A.
Dually to the above, Pt u is OW'; and in general, Pt A and (PA)Op are different as they have different objects.
One may describe Pt A directly as follows: an object of Pt A over u is a W-functor from A to W", and given h : A + W" and k : A + W", (Pt A)(h, k) is the limit as a and a' run over all objects of A of the diagram
At first sight our definitions of PA and Pt A do not agree with those of Street, but they are in fact equivalent: it is almost by definition true that a module from u to A is, modulo duality, a W'p-functor from A'P to 'W. The horns are defined to agree.
There is an evident W-functor y :
It is routine to verify that y is fully faithful, and Street exhibits a W-enriched Yoneda lemma [12] .
The notion of small W-category is inadequate for our purposes in studying GabrielUlmer duality for W-categories because, if Ob W is large, there exist no small nonempty A with finite tensors! If A has finite tensors, given a E A,,, each W(u, v) has a terminal object; so there exists a, E A, for each u in Ob W, hence a large set of objects of A. So we say a W-category A is pointwise small if A, is small, for all u E Ob W. Evidently, if A is small, it is pointwise small. If W is small, then the converse is also true. However, that is not the case for many W such as SpanE.
For pointwise small A, the limit in the definition of PA need not be defined. However, for lfp W, supposing A has finite tensors, we can define a W-category FC(PA) whose objects over u are the finite cotensor preserving W'P-mnctors from A'P to 'W, and which for many purposes can play the role of PA. Indeed, if A is small, FC(PA) is the full sub-W-category of PA determined by the finite cotensor preserving W"Phmctors. Given pointwise small A with finite tensors and finite cotensor preserving
ha!ka -(A(a, a')!ha)!(A(a, a')!ka) A ha'!(A(a, a)!ka).
That the two definitions agree in the case of A small is given by 
Proof. Given a over w and x : w + u, h(x @a) = x!ha : u + u. Now, apply the dual of Corollary 2.4 to see that to give z + ha!ka is to give a family ,g), g ) which induces an isomorphism (necessarily War-natural in a)
A(a, lim(f,g)) " (Pt D)(f ,A(a,g)).
A W-category is complete if it has all f-weighted limits of g for all W-functors g and all weights f. A(colim(f, s),a)" (PD)(f ,A(g,a) ) for all objects a of A. 
[DO, W(u, u)] " W-Cat(D, W').
A conical weight is a weight determined by such a DO together with the constant functor at Z,.
Observe that if W is one-object symmetric, this agrees with the definition in [6] . Observe also that if A has conical limits, then each ordinary category A, does too, and cotensoring preserves them, i.e., x m -preserves conical limits. This is an equalizer of a product of cotensors, hence constructed from conical limits and cotensors. It is routine to verify the universal property by homming in and using the enriched property of the conical limits (cf. [6, Theorem 3.731). n Roughly speaking, cotensoring with each fd brings all objects to lie over U; then one takes the conical limit in A,. Note that cotensoring agrees with the operation in W.
Theorem 4.1. If W is biclosed and locally complete, a W-category is complete precisely when it has conical limits and cotensors. A W-functor between complete W-categories preserves limits precisely when it preserves conical limits and cotensors.

Proof.
Dualizing, we have
Corollary 4.2. If W is biclosed and locally complete, a W-category A is cocomplete if and only if A is tensored and has conical colimits. A W-jiinctor between cocomplete W-categories is cocontinuous if and only if it preserves tensors and conical colimits.
Define a W-category A to have jltered colimits if it admits conical colimits for all filtered Do. It is routine to check that if A has filtered colimits then each A, has filtered colimits, and if A admits a tensor x I$$ -, then x @ -: A, ---f A, preserves them. The converse is also true: filtered colimits in each A, specify filtered colimits in A, and the tensor condition together with Yoneda imply the enriched universal property.
Consequently, if W is Ifp and A is finitely tensored, it follows that this definition agrees with Definition 2.8(3).
It is routine to verify that if A has conical limits and T is a small W-category, then W-Cat( T,A) is a complete category with limits given pointwise.
It is shown in [12] 
Corollary 4.6. A W-category is cocomplete if and only if it has jinite tensors and all conical colimits.
Proof. This follows from Theorems 2.9 and 4. 
Flatness
We assume for the rest of the paper that W is lfp.
In this section, we define flatness and exhibit its relationship with preservation of finite limits. To define flatness, we need Ob W small. However, we can still use that case to prove results we need for non-small Ob W. , t) , -) is isomorphic to evaluation, which preserves limits as they are given pointwise. The second statement follows since filtered colimits in P T are given pointwise, so commute with finite limits, and since colim(-, y) preserves colimits. 
Proof. colim( T( -
Proposition 5.4. For Ifp W and pointwise small T, if Top has and f : Top +' W preserves -finite cotensors, then if FV, is flat, the canonical cocone is a colimiting cocone in FC(P T), expressing f as a jiltered colimit of representables in FC(P T).
Proof. Since filtered colimits in FC(P T) are given pointwise, we need only show that
~l(~,~,~) : T(s, t) -+ fs IS, for each s E T, a colimit cone in " W, for which it suffices to
show that it is a colimit cone in W (v,u 
(-, t)+ f expresses f as a jiltered colimit of representables in FC(P T); (3) f is a jiltered colimit of representables; (4) f lies in the closure of T -+ FC(P T) under jiltered colimits.
Proof. If f preserves finite limits, so does each fU, hence so does each WI"; so WtU (3) and ( Proof. P h : P T + PS has a left adjoint given by left Kan extension, sending f to colim(T(-, h), f ), which is the composite of T(-, h) : Top + Pt S and colim(-, f ).
The former preserves finite limits trivially, and the latter does whenever f preserves finite limits, by Theorem 5.5 and duality. So the left adjoint restricts to an adjunction between Lex(PS) and Lex(P T). 0
It will follow later that the condition on W in this result may be dropped, and that S and T need only be pointwise small and finitely cocomplete.
Theorem 5.7. For pointwise small T with Jinite tensors, FC(P T) is the free cocompletion of T that respects the jinite tensors in T.
Proof. The only part that is not routine is to prove that FC(P T) is cocomplete. But by Corollary 3.3, for each U, FC(P T)/u =FC(P(T/u)), and T/u is a small W(u,u)-category. Now FC(P (T/u)) is a full sub-W(u, u)-category of P (T/u). By Freyd's adjoint functor theorem, the underlying functor of the inclusion has a left adjoint. This adjoint enriches by [2, Theorem 3.71 applied to the tensored W(u, u)oP-categories FC(P (T/u))"P and P (T/u)oP. So FC(P (T/u)) is reflective in P (T/u), hence cocomplete.
By Corollary 4.6, it remains to show that FC(P T) has finite tensors and each x @ -preserves conical colimits. Since FC(P T) is cotensored, it suffices to prove that xm -: FC(P T), + FC(P T)u has a left adjoint. But this is true since _~m -preserves conical limits and filtered colimits, and by Gabriel-Ulmer for ordinary categories: the representables form a strong generator of finitely presentable objects by Yoneda and since the representables are closed in FC(P T), under finite tensors.
To complete the theorem, given finite tensor preserving y : T + A, there is an adjunction given by colim(-,g)
i A (g, -) . 0
Corollary 5.6 can be extended to small T with no size condition on W by observing that Corollary 3.3 restricts to Lex(P T)/u ss Lex(P (T/u)) for finitely cocomplete T, and by emulating the proof of 5.7. This shows Lex(P T) is cocomplete, hence reflective in FC(P T); from which the result follows.
Locally finitely presentable W-categories
Recall that we assume here that W is lfp. Our goal in this section is to give an intrinsic definition of a lfp W-category, prove that the definition agrees with Definition 2.8(2), and show that the Gabriel-Ulmer biequivalence of Theorem 2.9 may be re-expressed directly in terms of W-categories in the usual form of A H Af, the full sub-W-category of finitely presentable objects, with inverse T H Lex(P T), the full sub-W-category of P T consisting of those W'p-functors that preserve finite limits. We will further deduce related results from Theorems 2.6 and 2.9. All of our results extend from "finite" to "a-a@', but we restrict to the finite case for convenience. (1) L E w";
(2) if x E W, and y E A,-, then x @ g is fp;
(3) for any pointwise-small W-category T with finite tensors, T( -, t) is fp in FC(P T).
So FC(P r) is lfp. If T is small, P T is lfp. is a retraction, say yz = 1. So y is the coequalizer of I, ty : g + g and, since G is closed under finite colimits, a belongs to G. So we may conclude that G = Af and j is z. This proves (1) and (2) . We have seen that the colimit of b is preserved by z". One can use Proposition 6.10( 1) and the definition of the colimit of (2) to deduce that z" is fully faithful, so At-is dense in A and hence we have (3). We now have (4), and (5) too, because A is reflective in the complete FC(P(Af)). As for (6), we already know that z"a preserves finite limits. 
